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INTRODUCTION 
For the analysis of a left Banach module B over a Banach algebra A, the space 
H,(A, B) of all continuous module homomorphisms from A to B plays an 
important role. It is the purpose of this paper to present several characterizations 
of H,l(Lr, B), the space of (right) multipliers from L1(G) to a homogeneous 
Banach space B. In any case HL1(L1, B) will be identified with a Banach space 
of Radon measures closely related to B. Incidentally, the methods used in this 
paper give compactness criteria for certain homogeneous Banach spaces. These 
results are of independent interest inasmuch as they represent generalizations 
of the classical Weil criterion for compactness in the P(G)-spaces to a great 
class of homogeneous Banach spaces. 
The main results of this paper are the characterizations of H,@, B) given 
in Theorems 1.5, 2.5, 2.9, 3.1-3.3, 3.6, and 3.8, and the compactness criteria, 
Theorems 2.3, 2.4 and 2.8. They represent extensions, in several directions, of 
results of [4, 9, and lo]. 
1. NOTATION AND BASIC FACTS 
Let G be a locally compact group with left Haar measure dx. Left translation 
is given by Lf(x) = f(y-lx) for all y E G. K(G) denotes the topological vector 
space of all continuous functions on G with compact support, endowed with the 
usual inductive limit topology. A Radon measure on G is a continuous linear 
functional on K(G), i.e., a linear functional p satisfying I(R, ~)1 < C, /I k Ilrn 
for all compact subsets K _C G and all k E K(G) with supp k C K. The space 
R(G) of all Radon measures on G is in a natural way a topological vector space 
with the vague topology. A net&.,) C ii(G) converges vaguely to p E R(G) iff 
(k, par) + (k, PC> for all k E K(G). Any vaguely bounded subset of R(G) is 
vaguely relative compact. The subspace of bounded measures (i.e., with 
C, < C < cc for all compact K 2 G) shall be written M(G). M(G) with the 
variation norm can be considered as Banach dual of (CO(G), 11 llm), the space of all 
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continuous functions on G vanishing at infinity. On norm bounded subsets of 
M(G) the w*-topology and the vague topology coincide. 
Throughout this paper B shall denote a homogeneous Banach space on G in 
the sense of Katznelson [II, p. 1271. Thus we shall suppose that (B, 11 lja) is a 
Banach space of (equivalence classes of) locally integrable functions such that 
Wl) convergence in B implies convergence in measure; 
(H2) B is left invariant and y ---f L,f is a continuous function from G into B 
for all f E B; 
(H3) IiWle =IIfII,fora~~y~Gandf~B. 
Thus B is a Banach space with continuous shift in the sense of [13]. If B is 
furthermore a dense subspace of Ll(G), then B is a Segal algebra in the sense of 
Reiter [15, Sect. 41. As indicated in [ll, Chap. VI, p. 127-128; Sect. 1, Exer- 
cises 1 l-131, any homogeneous Banach space is an essential left Ll(G)-Banach 
module with respect to ordinary convolution (The proof is essentially the same 
as in [ll] and is based on vectorvalued integration.) 
The space of all right multipliers, i.e., (bounded) linear operators from L1(G) 
into B satisfying T(f * g) = f * Tg f or all f ELI(G) and g E B shall be denoted 
by HL1(L1, B), or abbreviated as (Ll, B). In [13], (Ll, B) is written Mult B. 
We now summarize some results on translation bounded measures (cf. [l, 
Theorem 1.1; 2, Proposition 1.121): 
THEOREM 1.1. Let p be a Radon measure on G. Then the following properties 
are equivalent 
(i) supUEG I p j (L,k) < CO for all k E K(G); 
(ii) supyoc 1 p 1 (xK) < co for all compact sets K 5 G; 
(iii) k * TV is a bounded (continuous) function on G; 
(iv) the linear operator T,: k w k * p defines a continuous multiplier from 
K(G) into Cb(G) (th e s p ace of all bounded continuous functions on G with the 
supremum norm). 
DEFINITION. A Radon measure p satisfying one (and hence all) of the 
conditions of Theorem 1.1 is called left translation bounded. 
The space of all such measures constitutes a Banach space T(G) with 
jl ,u IIr = supUEG 1 p / (xK) as norm (K being any compact set in G with nonvoid 
interior). It can be shown that T(G) is a left Banach module over M(G) with 
respect to convolution [l]. In fact, by [l, Theorem 1.21, T(G) is the maximal 
subspace of R(G) with this property. 
As in the case of the real line it can be shown that a homogeneous Banach 
space is a subspace of 9(G) = L:,,(G) n T(G) (cf. [ll, p. 1271). Note that 
T(G) is &s(G) in the terminology of [ 11, and in [13], T(G) is denoted by qa 
and 9(G) by Ym . 
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LEMMA 1.2. The unit ball of T(G) is compact in the vague topology. 
Proof. It follows directly from the definition of T(G) that the unit ball of 
T(G) is vaguely bounded in R(G) and h ence vaguely relatively compact in R(G). 
Thus it remains to prove that the vague limit p = v-lim p,, of a net (& C T(G) 
with // pE /IT < 1 again satisfies I/ TV j/= < 1, but this is a consequence of the fact 
that sup, supusG / pa I &,&,) < 1 implies I v / (~&,) < lim supa Ipa I (@,) < 1 
for all y E G, i.e., sup,,c 1 p ! (L&J < 1. 
THEOREM 1.3. (L1, T) is isometricak’y isomorphic to T(G). 
Proof. Since T(G) is a left Banach module over L1(G) with respect to con- 
volution we only have to show that any T E H,l(Ll, T) is of the form Tf = f * p 
for some p E T(G) with jl p jjT < Ij T/I . Let (uJ be an approximate unit in 
Lr(G) with 11 U, // < 1. Then j/ Tu, 11 is bounded in T(G) by 11 T 11 . Therefore 
(Tu,) is vaguely relatively compact in T(G). Hence for any cluster point p E T(G) 
of this net there is a subnet that converges vaguely to CL. Since the corresponding 
subnet of (k * Tu,) converges to K * p vaguely for every K E K(G) and 
lim, h i: T(u,) = lim, T(k * u,) = T(h) in T(G) by the continuity of T we have 
T(k) = k * p for all R E K(G). In particular p is unique and satisfies I/ p Ilr < 
/I T ~1 . Finally we obtain by approximation T(f) = f * p for all f ELM. 
We now turn to the space (Ll, B). Let us recall that B can be considered as an 
isometric subspace of (Ll, B) since U(G) has approximate units (uJ of norm 1 
satisfying lim, u, c g = g for all g E B. Furthermore it is known that with the 
strong operator topology (Ll, B) is a complete, locally convex topological 
vectorspace, containing B as a dense subspace [17, Theorem 3.51. This topology 
(restricted to B) is often called @topology or strict topology. It is equally well 
known that (Ll, B) can be identified with B if B is the dual of an Li(G)-module 
[13, 161, in particular if B is reflexive. 
Before we can prove our first identification theorem we state a lemma. 
LEMMA 1.4. A subset M C B is totally bounded in (B, /I) $jf M is bounded in B 
and g * M is relatively compact in B for all g in a dense subset of L1(G). 
The proof is based on the uniform boundedness principle and a simple 
approximation argument. 
THEORE,ZI 1.5. Let B be a homogeneous Banach space on G. Then (Ll, B) is 
isometrically isomorphic to the space 8, = {CL, U E R(G), p = v-lim fa , (fJ is 
totally bounded in (B, /I)}, with the in.mum of supor /I fN lIB over all admissible 
families (fn) C B, with p = v-limf, , as norm )/ p 11; in 8, _ 
Proof. (i) Let p E 8, be given, (fa) C B as in the definition of P, with 
sup /I fa ilB < I/ p 11; (1 + E), E > 0. Thenf * /.L = v-lim,f * fu for every f E K(G). 
By the assumptions, (f * fa) has compact closure in B. Therefore f * p must lie 
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in B. Furthermore, lif*fa \\B < iif& kfa IiB < l\fill 11 p 11; c1 + <> imp1ies 
iIf* p 11s < [lf[lr I[ p 11; (1 + E), since a subset of (f*fJ converges tof* p ini3. 
E > 0 being arbitrary, we have obtained the required inequality. To see that this 
inequality extends tofELl we note that forf = limf, inLl(G), (fJ C K(G), 
the sequence (fn * CL) is a Cauchy sequence in B. Since limf, * p = f x p in 
T(G) the limit (in B) must be f * p and satisfies the same inequality. The proof 
is now complete. 
(ii) Now let T E (Ll, B) be given. Then we know, by Theorem 1.3, that 
T = T,, for some p E T(G), and that TV = v-lim T(u,). (Without loss of generality, 
we may suppose that the members of (uJ have common compact support.) If we 
define fa = T(u,), it is clear that p = v-limf, and (1 fa 11s < 11 T 11 hold. Now let 
k E K(G) be given. Then (k * u,) is a bounded subset of L1(G) whose elements 
have a common compact support. Since y -+ L,h * u, is an equicontinuous 
family of functions from G into L1(G) (h * u,) has compact closure in L1(G) 
(cf. Theorem 2.3). Thus, by Lemma 1.4, (fJ is totally bounded in (B, p). Note 
that, by Theorem 1 .l, (fJ is contained in Cb(G) if (uJ c K(G). 
2. COMPACTNESS CRITERIA AND APPLICATIONS 
In this and the following section we shall replace the P-compactness in 
Theorem 1.5 by several other properties. To this aim we need some results on 
compactness in homogeneous Banach spaces. 
DEFINITION. A subset F C M(G) is called (uniformly) tight if for every E > 0 
there is some compact set K, c G such that / p 1 (G\K,) < E for all p E F. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Fl , F, be two tight, boundedfamilies in M(G). Then Fl * F, = 
{pl * p2 , p1 E Fl , pz E F,} is a (bounded) tight family in M(G). 
Proof. Let pi E Fi , E > 0 be given. By the assumption, sup{Ij TV /I , p E Fi} < 
C < 00 for i = 1, 2. Since Fl and F, are tight, there are (symmetric) compact 
sets K,l, K,” _C G with j pi ] (G\K,i) < c/2C f or all yi E Fi , but this implies for 
K, = K,1K,” 
I PI* 112 I (G\KJ G I ~1 I * I CL~ I (WC) -=I c 
since it is readily verified that 
I A I * I p2 I (G\KJ G I pl I (G\K,1) II v2 II + I p2 I (G\K,2) II Y, il 
holds. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let B be a homogeneous Banach space on G, and (par) be a 
bounded, tight net in M(G) with TV = v-lim pa for some p E M(G). Then we have 
0) /i~~*f-~*flll+Ofo~ anfELl( 
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(ii) 11 pa * g - p *g 11s -+ 0 for all g E B; 
(iii) zf furthermore B is a symmetric Segal algebra [ 15, Sect. 31 and (p,) = 
(fa) is bounded in B we haoe 
Note that already (i) becomes false if the tightness condition is dropped 
(take pn = L,%k, k E K(G), yn -+ cc on a noncompact group). By l-12, Theorem 
3.31, the assumption [I pa /I + 11 p/l implies “almost tightness” of the net (pa), 
in the sense that for E > 0 there exists K, _C G and cy,, with I pE / (G\K,) < E for 
all 01 > 01, . This assumption would, of course, be sufficient for the proof of the 
theorem. For sequences “almost tightness” is the same as tightness. Special 
cases of Theorem 2.2(ii) are already known 1112, Theorem 4.2; 91. The proof of 
[12, Theorem 4.21 gives just Theorem 2.2(i). 
Proof of the theorem. The proof will be given in several steps. 
(i) By Lemma 2.1, for every k E K(G) there is a compact set K, C G 
with .f&, I (P, - CL) * k(y) 4 < 42 f or all oi. On the other hand by the vague 
convergence of (pa) we have (pa - p) * k(y) = (p, - p) (L,k) + 0 for every 
y E G. Moreover as a consequence of the compactness of the set {L,k, 
y E K,} in K(G), we have uniform convergence on K, . This implies 
sKE /(CL, - p) * k(y)/ dy < c/2 for all 01 3 a,, . Altogether we have obtained 
li(p, - p) * k /)r < E for all 01 3 01s , i.e., lim, 1) pLol * k - p c k jjl = 0. Since 
K(G) is dense in L1(G) and (poi) is bounded it is easy to see that k E K(G) can be 
replaced by f E Ll(G). 
(ii) follows from (i) by means of the factorization theorem: Any g E B 
can be written as g = f * g, , f ELI(G), g, E B. Hence /[(pa - p) *g IIs < 
ll(Pa - d *f Ill II &!I IB tends to zero. Qf course (ii) can also be proved without 
factorization theorem, using an E/3-argument. 
To prove (iii) we note at first that I] f * fa - f x p Ill ---f 0 for all f E Ll(G) 
because the involution in M(G) conserves tightness and inverts the order of 
convolution. As in (ii) it follows thereform that I/g * fa - g * p lIB ---f 0 for all 
g E B, if B is a symmetric Segal algebra. It will now be sufficient to prove that 
(f * fa) is a Cauchy net in B for all f E L’(G). Let E > 0 be given. Since B is 
dense in Ll(G), there is some g E B with IIf - g (I1 < c/sup, (( fu [lB . Thus we 
have 
for all ol, /3 >, o10 and the proof is complete. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let B be a symmetric Segal algebra. Then MC B is compact 
a8 it is closed and satisfies the following three conditions: 
(i) M is bounded in B ; 
(ii) {y --f L,f, f E M} is an equicontinuous family of functions from G into B; 
and 
(iii) M is tight (in Ll(G)). 
Proof. Let a net (fa) C M be given. Since M is bounded in L1(G) there is 
some p E M(G) and a subnet (fs) satisfying p = v-limfa . We can show that 
(f6) is already a Cauchy net in B. The assumptions imply that for E > 0 there is 
some f ELl(G) with \I f * fp - fB IIB < c/4 for all p. According to Theorem 
2.2(i), there is some /3,, such that (1 f * fs - f * p llB < c/4 for /3 >, j&, . These 
together imply (1 fs, - fB, IIB < E for a, /Is 3 &, , and the proof is complete. 
It is clear that by the principle of symmetry assumption (ii) of Theorem 2.3 
can be replaced by 
into y {Y - RR,f>f E Ml is an equicontinuous family of functions from G 
; 
(With R, being the right translation operator: RJ (x) := f (xy-l) d-l(y).) In 
a more general situation (ii’) seems to be even more significant. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let B be a pseudosymmetric Segal algebra. Then MC B is 
compact iff it is closed and satisJes (i), (ii’), and (iii). 
Proof. If B is a pseudosymmetric Segal algebra y---f R,f is a continuous 
function from G into B for all f E B. Th us, by the uniform boundedness prin- 
ciple, the function y -+ /) RU 11 (th e norm of the operator R, on B, which is 
bounded by the closed graph theorem) is bounded on compact subsets of G. 
Therefore (ii’) is a necessary condition. On the other hand, by the definition of a 
pseudosymmetric Segal algebra, B contains continuous, positive functions 
h # 0 with arbitrary small support. Using these functions it follows from (ii’) 
that for E > 0 there is some h E B with I[ f - f * h [Is < ~14 for all f E M. Using 
this fact and Theorem 2.2(ii) instead of Theorem 2.2(iii) the proof proceeds as 
in Theorem 2.3. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let B be a symmetric Segal algebra on G. Then (Ll, B) is 
isometrically isomorphic to the space & = (CL, = v-lim fa , (fa) is tight and bounded 
in B} with the injimum of supa I/ fu \le over all families (fa) subject to the above 
conditions as norm 1) p iI2 . 
Proof. This theorem follows from the second part of the proof of Theorem 
1.5 and from Theorem 2.2(iii), showing that p E i& defines a multiplier from 
Lt(G) to B and satisfies /j f * p [lB < (1 f [I1 (( ,u 11; for all f ELI(G). 
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If we suppose that B is an essential CO(B)-module with respect to pointwise 
multiplication, we can obtain results that are similar to the above result. Thus, 
for the rest of this section we assume that B is a homogeneous Banach space and 
an essential CO(G)-module. The following result may serve as background 
information: 
LEMMA 2.6. Let B be a homogenous Banach space which is a CO(G)-module. 
Then K(G) is continuously embedded in B. Moreover B is an essential CO(G)- 
module if and only if K(G) is dense in B. 
If B is an essential CO(G)-module we can introduce the concept of tightness 
in B. 
DEFINITION. A subset F C B is called tight (in B), if for every E > 0, there 
exists some k E K(G), 0 < k(x) < 1, such that )I f - fk jjB < E for all f EF 
holds. 
Remarks. Note that for B = L1(G) the two definitions of tightness are equi- 
valent. It follows from the assumptions that any finite subset F of B is tight in B. 
By approximation this result can be extended to compact subsets of B. 
Essentially as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, it can be shown that Fl * F, is tight in 
B ifF, and F2 are bounded, tight subsets of M(G) and B, respectively. 
DEFINITION. A subset F C B is called p-tight iff {g *f ( f E F) is a tight 
subset of B for every g ELI(G). 
Of course a bounded subset of B is ,&tight if and only if (k t fJ is tight in B 
for all k E K(G). It should be observed that a p-tight subset ofLl(G) need not be 
tight in U(G) (take G = Iw and cf,} = {LJ,}, where r, denotes the nth Rade- 
macher function on [0, I]). It is true that any tight set is p-tight in B (cf. Lemma 
2.1). 
THEOREM 2.7. Let B be an essential CO(G)-module and (fa) be a bounded, 
b-tight net in B with p = v-lim fa . Then we have /If c fE - f * p IJB -+ 0 for all 
f ELI(G). 
Proof. Let k E K(G), c > 0 be given. Then, by the assumptions, there is 
some k, E K(G), 0 < k,(x) < 1 with jl(k * fJ (1 - ko)jle < E for all 01. As in the 
proof of Theorem 2.2(i) one can see that (k * fJ converges to k * p uniformly 
on compact sets, i.e., (k xfJ k, converges to (k * CL) k, in K(G) and hence in B, 
i.e., Il(k c fa - k * CL) k. ]IB < E for all 01, /I > a0 . This implies lj(k ;I: fm - k * fs Ije 
< 4~ for all Q, /I > 01~ . Thus, (k * fJ is a Cauchy net in B which has, of course, 
k * p as its limit. The extension to f ELI(G) can be obtained as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.2(iii). 
It is routine to check that B is a Banach space which inherits from B the 
property of being a left Banach module over M(G) with respect to convolution. 
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THEOREM 2.8. Let B be an essential CO(G)-modzde. A subset MC B is rela- 
tively compact in B $f the following three conditions are satisfied; 
(i) M is bounded in B; 
(4 {Y -hf,f g M3 is an equicontinuous family of functions from G into B; 
and 
(iii) M is tight in B. 
The proof of Theorem 2.8 is the same as that of Theorem 2.3, using Theorem 
2.7 instead of Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let B be an essential CO(G)-module. Then (Ll, B) is isometrically 
isomorphic to the space & = (p, p = v-lim fa , (fa) p-tight and bounded in B} 
with the infimum of sup, (1 fa [jB over all families subject to the above conditions as 
norm II P II,“. 
The proof is left to the reader. 
It should be observed that the results of the second part of this section apply 
to many of the pseudosymmetric Segal algebras defined on general locally 
compact groups. In fact, it can be shown that a Segal algebra which is a CO(G)- 
module is pseudosymmetric if and only if it is right invariant and contains K(G) 
as a dense subspace. 
Note that the tightness assumptions are, of course, irrelevant if G is a compact 
group. In Section 4 we shall point out that Theorem 2.5 is a generalization of the 
main result of [lo]. The theorems on relative compactness in B (Theorems 2.3, 
2.4, and 2.8) extend Weil’s criterion for relatively compact subsets of Lp(G), 
1 <p < 00 [5, p. 2691, to a large class of translation invariant Banach spaces 
of functions on G. (Observe that we did not use the special case B = L1(G) 
in order to obtain the general result.) In the next section, we shall show that in 
Theorem 2.9, p-tightness cannot be replaced by tightness, nor can it be dropped 
in the general case. 
3. FURTHER IDENTIFICATION THEOREMS 
In this section we show that for many symmetric Segal algebras the (annoying) 
tightness condition of Theorem 2.5 can be dropped, although we shall show 
at the end of this paper that it is not superfluous in general. Besides, we mention 
that in particular Theorem 3.9 is of great interest because it appears as an 
essential step in the proof on nonfactorization for a class of Segal algebras on 
Abelian groups (for details see [6]). 
DEFINITION. The space of all Radon measures that are a vague limit of a 
bounded net (fa) in B shall be denoted by 8. With the usual norm // TV (J” = 
inf{sup, 11 fa JIB, p = v-limf,}, B is a normed space. 
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Note that for any homogeneous Banach space B, P is a subspace of T(G) by 
Lemma 1.2. If B is contained in L1(G) (e.g., if B is a Segal algebra) we have 
i? CM(G). 
It is the aim of this section to show that, under certain assumptions, fi can be 
identified with (Ll, B). Before we can do this, we give further characterizations 
of (Ll, B). 
Throughout this section (u,J denotes a (fixed) two-sided approximate unit 
of L1(G) with norm 1. To avoid complications we assume that the functions ~1, 
have common compact support. 
DEFINITION. Let B be a homogeneous Banach space on G. Then 
(p 1 p E R(G), (uoi * CL) is bounded in B} is denoted by 8, . B, is endowed with the 
norm II P 114” = supor II u, * P 11~. 
Since we have p = v-lim u, * p for p E 8, it is evident that 8, is a subspace 
of P. Thus for a Segal algebra B we have B, = {p j p E M(G), (ua * p) is bounded 
in B}, and in this second definition we could replace (uJ by an arbitrary two- 
sided approximate unit of norm 1 inLi(G), in particular we might assume that 
(uJ _C B (which implies already (u, * CL) _C B for all p E M(G)). In view of this 
consideration the following result extends Theorem 2.3 of [4]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let B be a symmetric Segal algebra. Then the spaces (Ll, B) 
and 8, are isometrically isomorphic as Banach spaces. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 1.5 it will be sufficient to prove that p E B, 
defines a multiplier T from L1(G) to B with I/ T/j < Ij p 11;. We only have to 
show that for DELI, (f* u, c p) is a Cauchy net in B. Let E > 0 be given. 
Then there is some g E B with ljf - g \I1 < E/SUP, I/ U, * p llB . This implies 
Ilf*~,*tL-f*~p*~llB4llf*~~*~-~*~a*~lle+II~*~,*cL-~*~a*cLlls+ 
Il~*~,*~---f*~a*CLIlB~~Ilf-5ll~~~P,ll~,*CLlIB+//~*~ar-~*~~lIBIl~ll~4~ 
for 01, /3 3 a,, , B being a symmetric Segal algebra. Hence T(f) = f * p is in B 
for all CELL and p E B4 . The inequality /I g c U, * ,u IjB < Ijg III I/ p 11; now 
implies II Tll < II CL II;. 
For more general homogeneous Banach spaces, which need not be Segal 
algebras, we have a similar result, if we restrict our attention to SIN-groups. 
A locally compact group G is called a SIN-group if G has arbitrary small 
invariant neighborhoods U of the identity (xU.& = U for all x E G). For 
example Abelian and compact groups are SIN-groups. It is well known that 
L1(G) has central approximate units (uJ if (and only if) G is a SIN-group. In the 
following theorem we shall assume (uJ to be such an approximate unit. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let B be a homogeneous Banach space on a SIN-group G. Then 
the spaces (Ll, B) and B, are isometrically isomorphic. 
Proof. The essential fact is to show thatf* p is in B for all f~ L1(G) and all 
p E P, . It is easy to see that B is an isometric subspace of 8,. The existence of 
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central approximate units in D(G) can be used to show that B, is a left 0(G)- 
Banach module, since we have for CELL and p E 8,: 
But this together with the inclusion (Us * CL) C B implies that (f c U, * p) is a 
Cauchy net in B, the limit of which is of coursef * p with ljf * p lIB = j\f + p 11; < 
l\fl\r /I p 11;. The proof is now complete. 
For homogeneous Banach spaces on arbitrary locally compact groups another 
useful condition can be used to prove (P, B) = B4. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let B be a homogeneous Banach space such that B is closed in B 
(is isometrically embedded in I?‘). Then the Banach spaces (U, B) and B, are 
(isometrically) isomorphic. 
Proof. Observe that the condition (ua * p) E B for all ol is part of the definition 
of B4 (if B is a symmetric Segal algebra and (uJ is taken from B this is auto- 
matically satisfied). First of all let us show that it follows from the assumptions 
that 8, is a closed subspace of P (with /j p 11; = // p jJ- for all p E B,). Let (fs) be 
a bounded net in B with p = v-limsf, , supa jlfs IIs < j/ p /I* (1 + E). Then we 
have U, * p = v-lim, U, ifs for all 01. Since (uE * CL) lies in B and B is closed in B 
we have 
(with C = 1). The vague convergence of (u, v p) to TV now implies jl p 11: = 
supa // u, * TV IjB < C (/ p I(- (1 + c) (with C = 1). Therefore it remains to 
identify (B4 , 11 \I-) with (Ll, B). W e s h ow again that (f x u, * CL) is a Cauchy net 
in B for f E L1(G) and p E 8, . We know already that (f * u, jr: cl) is contained in 
B and bounded. Since B is closed in B and B is a left Ll(G)-module we have 
lIf”~,*CL-f**Ug*CLllS~~lIf*~,*CL-f*~~*CLI/- 
G c llf * % - f * uf3 III II P I!- d Cc II CL II- 
for all 01, /3 >, 01~) and the proof is complete. 
The following lemma is important, because it shows that Theorem 3.3 is 
applicable to all homogeneous Banach spaces which are essential C”(G)-modules. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let B be a homogeneous Banach space which is an essential 
C”(G)-module. Then B is isometrically embedded in 8. 
Proof. Since the inequality I] f Ij” < jl f jjB is obvious we only have to show 
11 f ]lB < Jj f ))- for all f E B. Let us therefore assume that we have f = v-lim fa 
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with sup iljN j[a < /f/l* + E. It follows from the assumption that there is some 
k E K(G), 0 < k(x) Q 1 with l/j - Kj[ia < E. Then we have kj = o-lim Kfa and 
sup 11 MY IIB d sup llfn IIB d Iljll* + E* S’ mce (kj=) is, of course, a tight subset 
of B, we have by Theorem 2.7 Ijg * Kja - g * kjllB ---t 0 for all g ELM. Let 
us now choose g ELI(G) with 11 g/II < 1 and /I g * Kj - hj[la < E. Then we have 
l’f - g * Wi IIB G llf - kf lla + /I kf - g * kf lb + II g * kf - g * kfa 1;~ < 3~ 
for all OL 3 01~ . This implies \ljlls < )I g * kjN I& + 3~ < j! jI\- + 4~. Since 
E > 0 was arbitrary we have /j jjjB f ]ljll*. 
As a first application of Theorem 3.3 we are now able to identify (Ll, CO). 
THEOREM 3.5. The space (Ll, Co) can be ident$ed with the subspace of L”(G) 
consisting of all junctions satisfying (*) limr-,m jzPK g(y) dy = 0 for all (arbitrary 
small) compact subsets KC G. 
Proof. Since any multiplier from Li(G) to L”(G) is given by a function 
g EL”(G) it is clear that any multiplier from L1(G) to C”(G) must satisfy (*) 
(convolve g with the characteristic function of the compact set K-l). On the 
other hand suitable multiples of characteristic functions of compact neigh- 
borhoods of the identity from a two-sided approximate unit (u,) for Ll(G), and 
(u, v g) is automatically a bounded subset of L”(G) consisting of continuous 
function. (v) just implies that g is in (CO(G));, and therefore defines a multiplier 
from L1(G) to CO(G). 
Let us now recall Theorem 2.9 with B = CO(G). Since B coincides with 
L=(G), but for example constant functions do not define multipliers from L1(G) 
to C”(G), we see that ,&tightness cannot be dropped in 2.9. On the other hand, 
it is not difficult to see that the function go = Cz=‘=, Lnrn , rn being once more the 
nth Rademacher function on [0, I] is in Lm(R) and satisfies (*). Nevertheless g, 
cannot be the vague limit of a tight net in C”(R) since it takes the value 1 on 
open sets outside any given compact set. Therefore p-tightness cannot he 
replaced by tightness in 2.9 in the general case. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let B be a symmetric Segal algebra which is an essential 
C”(G)-module. Then (Ll, B) is isometrically isomorphic to 8. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, B is an isometric subspace of B. Since B is a sub- 
space ofU(G), B is contained in M(G). Thus we have (ub * CL) C B, if we assume 
that (u.J is contained in B (B is a dense subspace of L’(G)), for every p E 8. 
It follows therefrom that (u4 * CL) is a bounded subset of B for all p E ,??, in other 
words B coincides with 8, in this case. Theorem 3.3 now completes the proof. 
In order to extend Theorem 3.6 to Segal algebras which are not C”(G)- 
modules, let us consider Segal algebras on Abelian groups. 
DEFINITION. We say that B is (strongzy) character invariant if B is closed 
under multiplication with characters, i.e., if xf E B for all x E G and js B (and 
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Ij xf]jB = j]fljB). H. C. Wang uses the term “character Segal algebra” for a 
strongly character invariant Segal algebra ([IS]). 
Since any essential CO(G)-module can (as a consequence of the factorization 
theorem) be considered as a Banach module over the space C?(G) of all bounded 
continuous functions on G any such space is in particular strongly character 
invariant. Therefore Lemma 3.8 will be a generalization of Lemma 3.4 if we 
consider Segal algebras on Abelian groups. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let B be a character invariant Segal algebra on an Abelian 
group G. Then we have 
(i) M,: f -+ xf is a bounded operator on B for all x E G; 
(ii) the function x - I( M, j( (the norm of this operator on B) is submulti- 
plicative and bounded on compact sets; 
(iii) x ---f xf is a continuous function from G into B for all f E B. 
Proof. (i) follows from the closed graph theorem. In order to obtain (ii) we 
first observe that (iii) holds for f E B withf’E K(G) because x ---f x f is continuous 
from G into L1(G) for all f EV(G) and for any compact subset KC G the 
norms of a Segal algebra B and of U(G) are equivalent on the set {f j f e Ll(G), 
suppjc K) c B [14, Chap. 6, Sect. 2.21. Since these elements constitute a 
dense subspace of B [14, Chap. 6, Sect. 2.31 the submultiplicative function 
x -+ /I Mx /I is measurable. Thus by [3, Theorem A7], (ii) is satisfied. Finally the 
continuity of x ---f xf can be derived therefrom for all f E B. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let B be a (strongly) character invariant Segal algebra. Then B 
is closed (isometrically embedded) in 8. 
Proof. It is only a reformulation of Lemma 3.7(iii) to say that @ = { f^ jf e B} 
with the norm j/ f\\e = j( f jl,, is a translation invariant Banach space of continuous 
functions G such thatp->L,{ is a continuous function from G into B for all 
3~ 8. It follows therefrom that B is an essential Banach convolution module 
over some Beurling algebra L,‘(G) (e.g., one can take w(x) = max(j\ M, /I, 1)). 
Now let f E B be given with f = v-lim fa , sup /I fa /Ia = \I f IIN. Then there are 
some K EL,I(G) with // K I( r u: < C and [If- R *3ll~ <E and some UE B, 
(1 u \(r 7~ 1 with (( if - u * Ail\, < E. It is now clear that lf = v-lim Lfti and 
that (if=) is tight in Ll(G), 12 being in C”(G) and (fJ being a bounded 
family in Ll(G). Theorem 2.2 now implies 11 u * &fe - u * Ajfija < c for all 
a > a”. Altogether we have /If - u *1 &a \jB < 3~ for all LY. > (Ye. Since 
II u x Lfa IYR G II u /II II h *.fu lb < C lifa lh < C llf IIN holds we have If I\- < 
llf I!9 ss C 1) f //- for all f E B. It follows from the proof that we can assume C = 1 
if B is strongly character invariant. 
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THEOREM 3.9. Let B be a (strongly) character invariant Segal algebra on a 
locally compact Abelian group. Then (Ll, B) and 8 are (isometrically) isomorphic as 
Banach algebras. 
Pyoof. The proof follows the lines of Theorem 3.6, using Theorem 3.3 and 
Lemma 3.8. 
At the end of this section let us indicate a further improvement of Lemma 3.4 
that will considerably enlarge the family of spaces to which Theorem 3.9 is 
applicable. This extension is based on the observation that it would be sufficient 
to show lif/lB < C /if/l- for all f in a dense subset of B. This in turn can be 
proved as in Lemma 3.4 if BK (the functions in B with compact support) is 
dense in B and if there exists a family (K,) f ( o con inuous) functions with compact t 
support satisfying 
(i) II kfll~ < Cl IlfllB for all Y and all f E B; 
or 
x2 f 
any compact set K _C G there is some y with K,(X) = 1 for all 
Such a family, even for C = 1 + c, can be found for most of the spaces 
defined on G = R”, which are defined by continuity or differentiability pro- 
perties, such as Lipschitz spaces or Sobolev and Besov spaces. In this case (K,) 
has to consist of sufficiently smooth functions. 
4. FINAL REMARKS 
In this section we indicate some relations of this paper to results in the 
literature and discuss possible extensions of our results. 
(A) First of all we have a few words concerning the use of the vague 
topology. As already mentioned this topology can be replaced by the w*-topology 
on M(G) throughout the text if we work with Segal algebras, because in this 
case it follows from Wendel’s theorem that (L1, B) is a subspace of M(G). For 
Segal algebras on Abelian groups at least two further topologies (on M(G)) are 
of interest: the topologies of convergence of the Fourier-Stieltjes transform, 
either pointwise or uniformly on compact subsets of G. That we can use these 
topologies as well, follows essentially from Theorem 2.2, showing that these 
topologies are weaker than (and hence equivalent to) the vague topology on 
tight, bounded subsets of L1(G) (cf. [ll, Chap. VI, 2, Exercise 31). Therefore 
Theorem 2.5, (which can also be directly derived from Theorem 2.2 without 
Theorem 1.5) can be considered as an extension of Theorem 6 of [lo] to non- 
Abelian groups (since any Segal algebra on an Abelian group is symmetric). 
(B) In [4] it has been shown that for a Segal algebra on an Abelian group 
(Lr, B) is isometrically isomorphic with the relative completion 8r of B in 
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L1(G) (cf. [4], where @ is denoted by @, if (Ll, B) is contained in Ll(G). It is 
not difficult to derive this result from ours: 
LEMMA 4.1. Let B be a symmetric Segal algebra. Then the Banach spaces B1 
and ij2 n L1(G) coincide. 
Proof. This lemma is essentially a consequence of Theorem 2.2. Let f~ Bi 
be given, f = limf, in Ll(G), sup ijfn IIB < CO. Then (fn) is tight in L1(G) 
and hence by 2.2(iii) it is in (Ll, B) =: B, . Let now f~ B, n L1(G) be given, 
f = v-limf, , sup llfa )jB < 00, (fJ tight in Ll(G). Since B is dense in L1(G) there 
is some g E B, I/ g /Ii = 1, with I[ f * g -- f[lr < 6. On the other hand we have by 
Theorem 2.2(i) lIfa * g - f * g j/i < E for all 01 > 01,, . Thus \lf - fa “r g (ii < 2r 
and jlfa * g jlB < sup Ilfz (ia holds, i.e., f~ @. As a consequence we have the 
following result: 
THEOREM 4.2. Let B be a symmetric Segal algebra contained in Upbl Lp(G), 
then (Ll, B) is isometric isomorphic with El. 
Proof It is not difficult to show that B C U,>i Lx’(G) implies B _C Lp (G) 
for some p, > 1. But this implies (Ll, B) c (Ll, L%(G)) = L%(G), and, further, 
& y-- (Ll, B) $ M(G) n L%(G) CLl(G), i.e. P1 = & . 
The result now follows from Theorem 2.5. 
(C) It should be emphasized that property (H3) is not essential. It can be 
shown that a space satisfying (HI) and (H2) . is an essential left Banach module 
over a Beurling algebra L,l(G) with respect to ordinary convolution. 
In particular the proofs of Theorems 2.6-2.9, and 3.2-3.4 produce in the 
more general situation characterizations of HL,l(LW1, B). The proofs of Theorems 
2.1-2.4 and 3.1, 3.5-3.8 apply to spaces that one could call “symmetric Segal 
algebras of Beurling algebras,” i.e., dense subspaces of a Beurling algebra 
L,l(G) which are at the same time essential, two-sided L,l(G)-Banach modules 
with respect to convolution. We only have to replace L1(G) byL,l(G) throughout. 
In particular HL1(L1, L1) = M(G) has to be replaced by HL,~(Lu!, L,1). Gaudry 
has proved an analogous result to Wendel’s theorem characterizing this space of 
multipliers as a weighted space of measures [7, Theorem 41. Tightness in 
M(G) now has to be replaced by tightness in this space of measures. Nevertheless 
we can use the vague topology again, since any weight function is locally bounded 
and locally bounded away from zero. Theorem 3.6 can be extended to this more 
general context if we assume either that L,?(e) (in the proof of Theorem 3.5) 
satisfies the condition of Beurling-Domar [14, Chap. 6, Sect. 3.11 (in this case 
we may assume that k E L,l(&) has Fourier transform h with compact support), 
or for example that we have G = [w” and w(x) < K(1 + \ x I)” for some a < co 
(in this case we can choose k sufficiently smooth with A(x) < K,(l + / x: \)-a-2). 
(D) In the case of an Abelian group, tightness of a bounded subset of 
Ll(G) has an alternative description: 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let M be a bounded subset of L”(G). Then M is tight $f the family 
of functions from t? into L1(G) h -jr xf, f E M} is equicontinuous. 
Proof. One direction is obvious, c being endowed with the compact-open 
topology. The other conclusion follows from an argument similar to that used 
in the proof of Lemma 3.4, by showing that there is some k ELV,@ such that 
iif- AfIll <E for allfEMif&+xf,fEM} is an equicontinuous family of 
functions from G into Ll(G). The tightness of M now follows from the tightness 
of {if, f E M} for all k ill. 
(E) It is not true in general that (L’, B) coincides with B. In particular, 
there are Segal algebras B such that B is not closed in & (cf. Lemmas 3.4, 3.8). 
We shall prove this assertion by exhibiting a class of Segal algebras B with 
B = M(G). A first example of this type has been given by C. Graham (private 
communication). 
Let G be a second countable, Abelian group, and let H be a noncompact, 
closed subgroup of (? of measure zero (in G). Then it is not difficult to check that 
forp, 1 ,Cp<co 
B = WA P) = {f I f E-WG), f/H E Lp(W) 
is a proper Segal algebra on G with the norm ((f jle = (1 f/h + /If/H IiD. In order 
to prove 2 = M(G) it will be sufficient to show that on B the norms of B and of 
V(G) are equivalent. According to a result in [8] (cf. also [14, p. 152]) there 
exists in our situation a sequence (PJ of measures on G satisfying (i) 11 pn /) < 2; 
(ii) $, equals 1 in a neighborhood of H; (iii) j//Z, * f [jl ---f 0 for any f ELM 
with f/H = 0. It follows from (iii) that we have i&(y) --f 0 for y E G\H, in 
particular pm(y) -+ 0 a.e. on G. Lebesgue’s theorem on dominated convergence 
now implies (tag *f, g} -= (& , &) -+ 0 for g E Al(G) = {f 1 f E Ll(G), 
CELL. Since AI(G) is dense in C”(G) we have f = zr-lim(f - tag *f) and 
therefore II f II1 < llf /Iy ,< supn II f - pLn *f lb < 3 llf II1 , ad the proof is 
complete. 
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